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The concept of the circular economy

was conceived by the environmental

community many years ago. It would
finally end our wasteful take-makedispose society. So, inspired by this
movement, we started sorting our
paper and glass; clear examples

of early successes of the circular

economy. Some sectors had already
been recycling for centuries, not

least among them metals. However,

the holistic circular economy concept
only really took root when people

discovered the economic benefits of

a circular use of resources. Business
cases were developed for many

products and sectors. Where certain
industries were early adopters of

the circular economy, the notion
had not yet landed in politics.

Politicians still perceived the concept
of the circular economy as just

another environmental story and
instrument. This has, slowly but

experts and consultants, which

companies in implementing circular

potential, politicians are opening

European market for secondary raw

demonstrate the enormous economic
their eyes, realizing that they have

fallen behind. The economic benefits
of implementing the circular

economy can be astronomical;
with projected GDP increases

of 7%. It can qualify as the next

major European economic project.

Furthermore, it would have hugely

positive environmental side effects.

Impressive cuts in carbon emissions,
waste reduction, less primary

resource consumption for example,

economy measures. Create a strong
materials to cut costs for recycling
and reuse, while avoiding the

leakage of these precious resources
to third countries. Stimulating
the use of secondary materials

with fiscal instruments to create
economies of scale. Support

innovation to improve global

competitiveness. Provide clear, well
defined rules to facilitate long-term
investment.

just to name a few. It is rare that

A lot of work still needs to be

concepts that have so many positives

and most rules are still based on a

politicians are confronted with

and virtually no negatives. Suddenly,
the Commissioner responsible for
jobs and growth has the circular

economy on his plate and rightly so!

Europe has been desperately seeking
the economic silver bullet. It has

been under our noses all this time,
but not identified as such.

surely, changed in the last couple of

Now we must start working on

reports and studies from academics,

benefit. Removing barriers that slow

years. Convinced by a multitude of
20

Sustainability

it and use the EU toolbox to our

done. Not everyone is convinced

linear economic model. We need
a higher sense of urgency. Only

then, can we generate the wealth

and environmental gains that the
circular economy can provide.

The metal packaging industry is a

forerunner and already knows and
shows the way. I count on them to
show us politicians the light and

get us moving further in the right
direction.
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‘The European Parliament officially recognises
the positive contribution which infinitely
recyclable permanent materials, such as metals,
can make to society’
22

EU Parliament

Metal is a permanently available

infinite recycling into new products.

basic material function and

without losing any of its inherent

require the addition of primary

metal can make a real contribution to

resource and can be recycled infinitely,
strengths during use and despite

Its recycling does not necessarily

materials or additives to enable the

properties. As a permanent material,
a circular economy.
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Resource
‘Steel and Aluminium are the 3rd and 4th most
abundant elements in the planet’s crust’
24

Apeal

Climate change and the sustainable

approach to the environment and to

the metal industry has also made

the main challenges for society today.

steel and aluminium belong to the

gas emissions by improving energy

use of natural resources are among

With increasing global pressure on
natural resources, current levels

of resource use are not an option.
Instead, a responsible and caring

the planet’s resources is vital. Both
earth’s most abundant elements.

The high degree of recycling ensures
efficient and economical use of our

raw materials. Over the past decades,

significant reductions in greenhouse
efficiency as well as deploying new

technologies resulting in benefits to
the environment and economies.
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Permanent material loop

The Circular Economy

Recycle
‘Metal will only be lost on this earth if
you send it in a rocket to the moon’
34

Armin von Keitz - Environmental Affairs Manager, Tata Steel

Metal has been actively recycled for

aluminium are both mono-materials,

loss of quality. Metal is a packaging

because it is economically

and can be recycled infinitely and re-

rate across Europe (74% in 2015, target

more than 200 years, principally

advantageous to do so. As steel and

metal scrap is easily melted down

used as new materials, without any

material with the highest recycling
80% in 2020).
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Aluminium
Art
The Warsteiner Collection
Art comes in many forms, shapes and
sizes, but thanks to a collaboration

between brewer and Ardagh, a whole
new category has been invented.

The Warsteiner Collection is a series

of shaped 330 ml aluminium bottles
decorated with the work of seven

recognised, international artists and
designers in high-definition offset
printing on a metal base.

Through its association with this

exciting aspect of modern culture,

Warsteiner, Germany’s largest

independent brewer, has been able

to appeal to a whole new audience of

younger and influential consumers.
A highly successful trio of

achievements in one, innovative

product: targeting a new consumer

group, an award winning bottle and
great exposure for talented artists.
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Weltness GmbH Spada Weltness drink in aluminium bottle

Gaffel beer keg
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Roland ten Klooster
Professor Packaging Design and
Management, University of Twente,
the Netherlands
Prof. dr. ir. Roland ten Klooster,
Professor Packaging Design and

Management at the University of

Twente, in the Netherlands, believes
that the industry needs ambitious
and well-qualified packaging

designers. For fast moving consumer

goods the first impression of a product
is the packaging. When a durable is

bought, the first contact is with the
packaging.

From a packaging design perspective
this means that aspects such as

design and useability are of great

importance to the acceptance of the
product. All steps in the packaging

line such as line efficiency, costs and
technical flaws have to be involved

in this complex development process
as well. Innovation is constantly

needed to keep up in the competing

market. The professionalism in this
field is growing gradually but there
is still a way to go.

Packaging Design and Management
The University of Twente in the

Packaging design
matters
The first impression of a product is the packaging

Netherlands offers a unique

syllabus on Packaging Design and

Management, covering marketing,
design, engineering, printing

technology, microbiology, food

processing, logistics, sustainability,

process engineering and production.
The complexity of a packaging

design process requires not only
each individual’s discipline but

also how they interact to produce

the desired end result. Packaging

One area that has become more and

more important for packaging design
is sustainability, and a dedicated

group of students has been involved

in a project called ‘Packaging Chains
in Lasting Balance’. The aim of

the project was to gain insight in

the consequences of choices made

during the design process in an early
stage. When a packaging is being
designed it is only possible to get

insight in the related environmental
load of the material, relevant

processes, logistics etcetera, after the
process has finished. To reduce the

environmental footprint of a product
you need to find solutions that are

more sustainable, and this does not
always mean that the amount of

packaging material has to be reduced.
Reducing product loss across the

chain is of great importance, but also
the way the product is used by the

consumer, the ability to empty the
package and the options after use

such as reuse or recycling. During
the project, actor networks were
introduced as a method to gain

insight in all the relations between
aspects that play a role in the
decision process.

The relevance for packaging

designers in this way of working

is that they can use this developed
method at the outset of a project,
and thus play a more vital role
in influencing how the choice
of packaging can reduce the

environmental impact. Metal

packaging is an excellent example
to acquaint our students with the
concept of the Circular Economy.

Designers have to manage

Ardagh Innovation Challenge

nature, structure, materials,

What better way to stretch

manufacturing parameters.

to set a real-life project? Thanks

projects that can vary widely in
costs, volumes, margins and
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Packaging Chains in Lasting Balance

imagination and test ingenuity than
99

Nutrition and Taste
Facts
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More than 1,500
different types of
food items come
packaged in steel.

of tomatoes
grown in Italy
are packed in
cans.

Apeal

Empac

Fresh sardines
are caught
at night and
canned before
12.00 pm.

It only takes
5 hours from
crop to can,
so canned
food is very
fresh.
It´s sometimes
even fresher
than the fresh
food you can
buy in shops.

Zero
preservatives
are required
to preserve
canned food.

Canned tomatoes
are rich in
antioxidants. One
half cup of canned
tomatoes provides
11.8 milligrams of
lycopene compared
to just 3.7 milligrams
found in one
medium fresh,
uncooked tomato.

types

%

pm

Bart van Olphen, founder Fish Tales

hours %

Vers Verwerkte Groenten
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Empac

million

USDA study
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Story

packaging freshly harvested

vegetables in metal packaging?

Produce is most nutritious within

hours of harvesting. But the process

ur
5 ho

s

starts well before this. From field

to packaging, vegetable processors

and growers work closely together.

Every stage of the process is tightly
controlled and all parties adhere to

European and national legislation for
agriculture, hygiene and labelling.

b
Ta
le

Preserving
the harvest
for the table

What can be more logical than

Harvest

Nutrition and Taste

A farmer keeps accurate data where
the vegetables come from, which
seeds or seedlings were used,

location of where the vegetables were
growing and what nutrients were
added to the soil.

Seeds and seedlings are carefully
selected and need to fit soil and

climate. During cultivation, the soil
is periodically examined to ensure

the vegetables are getting sufficient
nutrients. At the optimal time, the

vegetables are quickly harvested with
the most modern machines.

Once they have been picked, they

are calibrated to ensure they meet
the highest standards of taste,

size, colour and maturity. During
the canning process, the content
is then sterilised in the can at a

high temperature preserving its
nutritious content. The entire

process of harvesting and canning is

accomplished in less than half a day.
And if you want to store the can for
future consumption, the contents
are guaranteed to remain tasty,

without the need for any artificial
preservatives or refrigeration.
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Nutrition and Taste
Interview

Dr. Claudia Osterkamp-Baerens
Ecotrophologist,
Founder of TopathlEAT, Nutrition
Advice Consultancy to Olympic
training centres
We should all strive towards a

balanced and nutritious diet, but for

top athletes consuming the right food
at the right time is imperative.

Dr. Claudia Osterkamp-Baerens, one
of Germany’s leading Nutritionists,

explains the benefits of canned fruit:
‘Canned fruit has the big advantage

danger is to substitute with fast

food without any veggies. Canned
vegetables, by contrast, offer a

time-saving alternative to reach

the recommendation for the daily
vegetable intake.

‘Of course it is all about balance,

and alongside canned vegetables you
should also ensure you eat plenty of

fresh food such as salads, raw carrots
or pepper.’

‘For top athletes who often start the

day at 6 am, the classic breakfast

excellent complementary food at

difficult as it requires a relatively long

breakfast just before a competition or
morning training.’

Dr. Osterkamp-Baerens has the
personal as well as scientific

experience to reach this conclusion.
The former high-performance

swimmer, who was a member of

the national team of the German

Swimming Association, is now Chair
of the Dietary Advice consultancy
to Olympic training centers and

The first impression of a product is the packaging

balanced meal at night and the

that it is much easier to digest

than fresh fruit and is therefore an

Canned fruit and
vegetables for
top athletes

often have little time to cook a

has consulted many top athletes. In
addition, she founded the Munich

based ‘topathlEAT’. She also sits on
the school meal advisory board on

behalf of the Bavarian State Ministry.
She recommends all types of canned
vegetables such as green cabbage,

tomatoes, sweatcorn, beans and peas,
as she explains:

‘The canned variety of these

vegetables performs very well in

of fresh fruit and brown bread is

digesting period. You would have to

have breakfast at 3.30 in the morning
which is not realistic. That is why

I advise professional athletes to eat

porridge complemented with canned
fruit’.

An excellent piece of advice for all

recreational sportsmen, and readily

available in the form of the can from
any grocery store.

Cans are not only
very practical
but also protect
the content against
oxygen and light

studies on nutrients. Cans are not

only very practical but also protect

the content against oxygen and light.

During a heating process, the vitamin
C content in food is reduced, if you

cook the food yourself or during the
canning process. However, other

important nutrients such as minerals
are not heat sensitive and remain
stable in canned food.
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The top athletes that I consult
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Porthos Portugese seafood can with Easy Open End

Markets and Consumers
Interview

Nienke Smit
Director Retail & Shopper at
TNS NIPO
Packaging is one of the most

powerful communication tools

for product branding, and it can

often be considered as one of the

they feel best meets his needs. A

successful pack is one that meets
both these actions.

complete control in-store. It is

There are big challenges to being

more and more marketeers see the

supermarket for example there are

packaging of their product as the
fifth ‘p’ in their marketing mix.
A successful pack design can

strengthen and grow a brand, but
any weakness can also have the

opposite effect, and cause sales to
decline.

A well-known example of how things
can impact negatively was a juice

brand redesign in 2009. The design
was so new and different from the
original pack that it completely

alienated existing customers who
were accustomed to routinely

‘grabbing’ their orange juice brand
in the juice refrigerator. Unable to
find their usual brand,shoppers

either bought a different brand or

left the category without a purchase.
As a result, sales of this particular
juice dropped 20%.

Ultimately, the success of packaging
relies on its ability to drive sales. In

order to do that, packaging needs to:
perform on shelf, deliver both brand
and product messages and be usable
in home / on trade.

But packaging also needs to take

into account that not all shoppers

are the same. The action of shoppers
in-store will often depend on

whether they have already decided
what to buy, or if they are still

open to options. A shopper already
committed to a particular brand
will search for that product; the
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selecting a a product, which

Perform on shelf – failure to be
found means failure to be bought.

therefore not very surprising that

and the path to purchase

spontaneous choice at the shelf,

few elements of the marketing

mix where the brand owner has

The role of
packaging

hand, is inclined towards a more

undecided shopper, on the other

successful in-store. In any one

around 40,000 different products
on display and a shopper spends

on average 26 minutes during his
weekly shop. So you would need

to register more than ten products
per second if you were to see

every product! The first and most

important rule, therefore, is to get

your product noticed – it must stand
out rather than blend in.

Packaging only has a split second

to cut-through – you can have the
most wonderful description of

your product on a pack, but if it

does not have the right visual cues
then it will simply not be noticed.
Decoding visual cues is critical to

understanding shopper behaviour
at shelf. Bold, bright colours

attract the attention of shoppers,

but contrast between colours is as
important as the colour itself.

The same is true for shapes. From

a shopper’s point of view a product
is never seen alone and never in

great detail. Because of the viewing
distance from shelves and the fact

that products are arranged in rows

and columns, all we see are multiple
patterns made of various products.
It is not until a certain pattern

attracts our attention that we decide
to take a closer look. Pack shape can
be very influential in creating these
patterns for shoppers.

Neuroscience studies have

furthermore indicated that shoppers
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Conserve Italia Cirio steel food bowl with Easy Peel

Markets and Consumers

and the packaging producer is vital
in order to understand constraints

Insight

and possibilities.’

The choice for and Easy Peel®

Driving
innovation
Consumer insights
for Thai Union

opening solution for the rectangular
fish can added an important

convenience feature and combined

with a new graphic design was the

result of valuable consumer insights.
Kari-Anne adds, ‘Equally important
was extensive consumer testing

with the design before finalising

the artwork. After the in-use and

concept test, we actually changed

the design route. We also examined

visibility in stores by using mock-ups
throughout the entire development
process. The consumer should be

able to recognise the product from

our competitors. For this we aimed
for a highly recognisable product

design and a conscious use of colour
combinations’.

‘For King Oscar the can design is

One of the world’s leading canned

one of the unique product benefits

fish brands has enhanced its

that we use in all our consumer

popularity by adding an advanced

communications. This is one of the

opening solution to its mackerel

reasons, in addition to providing

can. Thai Union Poland, formerly

skin free fish, how we manage to

known as King Oscar, chose an Easy

generate trials and establish the

Peel® aluminum can end as an

product on the market. However, in

important convenience feature of

the end the taste itself is crucial and

its new aluminum can. The brand

the key driver for repeat purchase.

also broke new ground with the first

Ardagh’s peel-off technology and

rectangular can to feature Easy Peel®

in-depth competence in packaging

in the Norwegian market, which

as well as the skillful R&D team

gives it, along with the striking new

in France with an open mind and

design, added differentiation.

positive spirit certainly contributed

Mrs Kari-Anne Grude, International

to the product’s success’.

Marketing Manager at Thai Union
in Norway explains, ‘We believe a

good can design should be based on
consumer insights. The relevant

drivers for the consumer’s choice

are always key to our understanding
of all our product innovations. In

order to deliver good innovations,

you need to understand consumer
needs and transform these into

relevant products with compelling
designs that reflect concept. Close
166

cooperation with the design agency

King Oscar aluminium seafood can with Easy Peel lid

We believe a good
can design should
be based on
consumer
insights

Markets and Consumers
Insight

Metal for
added quality
Painters and decorators are in the

main perfectionists and professionals,
depending on the quality of the paint
they use to produce the best finish.
This applies not only to the paint
itself, but also the container that
stores and preserves it.

Two of the world’s most trusted

paint brands have recognised the
importance of the packaging by

commissioning striking new metal
packaging from Ardagh Group to
rebrand their paint products.

This commitment to metal is a very

satisfying decision for Ardagh, who
have invested heavily in product
development to ensure that its

paint cans perform to the highest
standards, both functionally and
aesthetically.

There is a general recognition that

metal cans are perfect for paints and

coatings because they are resealable,
fire-proof, fully impervious to

air and light and can withstand

extreme temperature and pressure
fluctuations. That though is only

part of the story. Metal is also high
on the sustainability charts as it

is a permanent material that can
be endlessly recycled and has an

impressive 74 percent recycling rate
182

across Europe.
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That’s
When we published our first design book on metal packaging ‘The Power of Metal
Packaging’ in 2011, it was welcomed by many people in the packaging industry and
beyond. Much has happened since, and we are now delighted to bring out a fully revised
second edition, which we call ‘Why Metal’. With the focus still very much on design, the new
volume offers an entirely new and interactive experience with a selection of eye-catching
examples from around the world that showcase the functional, aesthetic and sustainable
benefits of metal packaging.
‘Why Metal’ has been produced to inspire – and sometimes challenge – designers and
marketing professionals to push the boundaries of metal packaging.
Through a series of inspirational articles from acknowledged experts in their field, we
present metal packaging as a permanent material for the future that fits comfortably into
today’s circular economy. We hope that the host of exciting examples we have chosen will
also demonstrate its versatility as a modern, sustainable packaging solution.

why!

